Current and future costs of cancer.
Cancer costs in the Netherlands amounted to 4.8% of health care costs in 1988. For five cancer types, and a sixth group covering all other malignancies, costs were broken down by age, sex and disease phase. They showed a remarkably similar pattern of medical consumption. Costs were linked to observed incidence, mortality and estimated prevalence, together allowing for prediction of future costs of cancer. In 2020, as a result of ageing, cancer costs will have increased much more rapidly than total health care costs, in particular for cancer of the lung and prostate. Colorectal cancer costs were predicted for epidemiological scenarios. Our model shows that an increase in future prevalence may bear quite different cost implications. If it is due to higher incidence, the costs will increase substantially. If due to survival improvement, the increase will be less prominent. Simply extrapolating costs based on future prevalence or mortality may produce serious errors.